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ABSTRACT
Musicians tend to model different performance parameters
intuitively and listeners seem to perceive them, to a certain
degree, unconsciously. This is a problem for the develop-
ment of synthetic performance models, for they are built
upon detailed assumptions of several parameters like tim-
ing, loudness, and duration—and of interdependencies as
well. This paper describes an interactive performance syn-
thesis tool, which allows to analyse listener’s preferences of
multiple performance features. Using the tool in a study
of eighth notes inégalité, a relationship between timing and
loudness was found.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Up to now, timing seemed to be a core feature of expres-
sion in music. Despite large phrase arches and ritardandi,
it is the temporal shape of small figures, which is crucial for
the impression of liveliness and expressiveness. Gabrielsson
analyzed ratios of beats or frequent notes at the sub-beat
level [6]. He discovered that notes of equal value are per-
formed with different ratios—even in several rhythms of a
broad stylistic range, reaching from Swedish folk songs to
the Viennese Waltz. Similar phenomena were also discov-
ered in more remote cultures, as Gerischer demonstrated
[7], or in diverse Western music styles, which were analysed,
for instance, by Langner [11].

The knowledge of an unequal shaping of notes has been
known in theory and practise for centuries. A prominent in-
stance is the playing of “notes inégales” in French Baroque,
which is discussed in detail by Hefling [8]. Simply put, play-
ing eighths notes inégal means that a note on the beat lasts
a little longer than its actual value. The time added on this
note is subtracted from the succeeding eighth note between
the beat. Inégalité therefore describes a particular phe-
nomenon of timing. However, referring to original sources
like Quantz’ treatise [13], inégalité has always included as-
pects of loudness and articulation. Inégalité therefore could
be seen as an emphasis of a note, which is prominently
achieved by lengthening the first eighth note (timing), but
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Figure 1: The technical setup of the study.

also by playing it louder (loudness) or articulating it dif-
ferently, e.g. by manipulating the duration of a note. An
analysis of inégalité should therefore take into account the
complex interplay of at least timing, loudness, and tone du-
ration.

To focus on interdependencies between these three per-
formance features, we developed a tool, with which listen-
ers could adjust these parameters interactively. (see Sec-
tion 2 and 3). The main idea is to extend the common
“Analysis-by-Synthesis” approach that was outlined in de-
tail by Bengtsson and Gabrielsson [1] and reaches back to
Seashore and his colleagues, like Metfessel [14, 12]. Nor-
mally, listeners are asked to judge several stimuli, which
comprised synthetic performances that differed in some par-
ticular performance parameters. The listener’s judgements
then indicate which parameters are most appropriate.

This approach had to be modified, for the total amount
of stimuli depends on the number of grades a parameters
is subdivided into and increases to the power of parame-
ters used. This would mean that a combination of three
parameters of 21 grades each would result in 213 = 9261
stimuli, an amount impossible to be judged by listeners.
The task was to provide all stimuli but at the same time
reduce them to a minimum for each participant. This was
done by letting the participants manipulate these three pa-
rameters independently and interactively until they reached
the parameter combination they preferred.

The following Section includes a description of the tool.
Section 3 describes the method of the inégalité study. Fi-
nally, a general discussion closes the paper in Section 5.
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Figure 2: First bars of the Polonoise taken from the
overture in d-major“La Gaillarde”TWV 55:D13 for
strings & b.c., composed by G. P. Telemann.

2. TECHNICAL SETUP
We have developed a performance rendering engine that
allows to create expressive music performances based on
a high-level description language (XML-based). Different
performances can be described and are stored as perfor-
mance styles. These are rendered into expressive MIDI se-
quences. The performance engine furthermore allows to in-
teractively change over to another performance style while
the music plays. It automatically creates musically plausible
seamless transitions by simulating the reactions of musicians
with an agent-based approach [2]. This allows any applica-
tion to interactively control the music performance just like
in the case of the study described in this paper. The partic-
ipants had to explore a domain of possibilities and choose
the location that matches their preferences. The setup is
shown in Figure 1.

Formally, expressive performance can be regarded as a
series of transformations that is applied to a musical com-
position. We distinguish three categories:

Timing defines the mapping from symbolic time, which is
where the composition is defined in, onto physical time
(usually in milliseconds). It combines several layers
of timing features, i.e., tempo (macro timing), rubato
(self-compensating micro deviations), asynchrony (be-
tween parts in a polyphonic setting), and random im-
precision. [3, 4]

Dynamics sets the loudness of each musical event. It in-
corporates a macro layer that defines the basic loud-
ness function of the musical piece, and two micro lay-
ers that introduce fine deviations to the basic loud-
ness. Micro dynamics features are metrical accentu-
ations and articulations (only the loudness aspect of
the latter). [5]

Articulation deals with the way each musical event (note)
is played. Articulation instructions affect the loud-
ness, duration and timbre of the notes to be articu-
lated. [9, 10]

We have developed mathematical models to describe, ana-
lyze, and synthesize these features. Their flexible param-
eterization allows for a huge bandwidth of characteristics,
including those that could be observed with human musi-
cians, and even atypical ones that are more of theoretical
interest. Most models do even allow to define new instances,
e.g., new articulations, accentuation schemes, and rubato
patterns. This flexibility and full control over any perfor-
mance detail, even the most subtle, makes our performance
engine a very useful tool especially for musicological and
psychological experiments and studies.

Timing Velocity Duration

increase

longer louder staccato�� ��6

�� ��6

�� ��6�� ��?

�� ��?

�� ��?

shorter softer legato

decrease

Figure 3: Instructions for the modification of eighth
notes occurring on the beat.

3. METHODOLOGY
Timing, loudness, and duration were tested by the use of a
four bar phrase taken from a Polonoise by G. P. Telemann
(see Figure 2).

Two tests were carried out, first a separate parameter test
and then a combined parameter test. In the first test the
parameters were analysed separately. The participants were
asked to modify the performance of eighth notes labelled in
a score (as shown in Figure 2) of the stimulus, which was
presented in a loop. The eighth notes on the beat (� in
Figure 2) were emphasized by pressing an Arrow-Up key. A
decrease of this emphasis or even an emphasis of the eighths
between the beats (N in Figure 2) was set by pressing the
Arrow-Down key. At the limit of the parameter spectrum a
beep signalled that no further modification was possible in
that direction.

The first test consisted of two tasks: First, the partici-
pants were asked to identify the parameter they set. Then
they had to tune the relation of the eighths as they supposed
to sound best and confirm with the Enter-key. All partici-
pants only saw the score including the squares and triangles
as shown in Figure 2 and therefore depended completely on
an auditive feedback.

In the second test the same stimulus was presented. The
participants now had the opportunity to tune all three pa-
rameters independently at the same time. As Figure 3
shows, all parameters were set by an array of six control-
keys above the arrow keys, which were labelled with up and
down arrows in red, black and blue.

3.1 Feature Manipulation
Our performance engine implements two output modes, a
standard MIDI mode and further functionalities for the out-
put over the software sampler Vienna Instruments that uti-
lizes some its advanced possibilities in controlling certain
tone parameters. In this study, however, we applied the
software VSampler 3 that runs smoothly on laptops, allow-
ing for more flexibility and mobility.

Via the study application the participants of the study
had control over certain parameters that influence the tim-
ing (rubato), dynamics (metrical accentuation), and artic-
ulation (tone duration). The interface is shown schemati-
cally in figure 3. The parameter space was discretized into
21 steps (controller states) reaching from -10 (minimal set-
ting) to 10 (maximal setting).

Rubato: Rubato is a timing distortion that is compensated
within a certain timeframe. Hence, the basic tempo
remains unchanged at 120 bpm. In this study the ru-
bato frame was of the length of a quarter note and
repeatedly applied over the whole musical piece. For
each quarter note a swing-like distortion could be cre-
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Figure 4: The accentuation scheme could interac-
tively be scaled.

ated. This distortion is modelled by a potential func-
tion in the unity square. The timing relation between
first and second eighth is:(

(0.5i) 0.98 : (1− 0.5i) 0.98
)
| i ∈ [0.4, 1.6]

The timing controls enabled the probands to set the
parameter i. Values between 10 → (i = 0.4) and
−10→ (i = 1.6) were linearly interpolated.

Metrical Accentuation: On the level of micro-dynamics
an accentuation scheme was defined (see figure 4) and
applied to each measure. The participants were able
to set its intensity, that is the loudness scale of the
scheme, ranging -60 up to 60 MIDI velocity units. The
possible settings reached from 10 to -10, whereas 10
created a pianissimo for the softest and a fortissimo
for the strongest accentuations (a range of 107 MIDI
velocity units) and -10 caused a likewise pronounced
but inverted accentuation scheme.

Articulation: The probands could set the durations of the
notes from legato to a very short staccato. This cause
either a very cantabile or a rhythmically pronounced
performance. However, the behaviour of articulation
settings was even more complex. The duration of each
second eighth note under a quarter beat decreased
faster than the first so that the emphatic relation be-
tween both shifts accordingly. Three sampling points
were defined (see the following table) and linearly in-
terpolated.

controller state
Duration of

1st eighth 2nd eighth

10 0.35 0.2
0 0.7 0.4

-10 1.0 1.0

In the separate parameter test the controllers were randomly
initialized at the extremes, i.e. -10 or 10, whereas, in the
combined parameter test the initialization was random over
the full parameter space. Positive controller settings cre-
ated plausible features that could also be observed within
human performances. With regard to metrical accentua-
tion and rubato, the negative settings created implausible
performances.

All interactions were logged, as well as the test duration
and the initial and final controller settings that the partic-
ipants approved. This allows insights into how the users
explored the search space and how long they listened to
certain settings until they made a decision and interaction.
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Figure 5: Results of separate tuning. Values tuned
by participants identifying parameters correctly
(gray bars) compared to others (=black bars).

3.2 Participants
The participants comprised 36 western socialized adults, in-
cluding 21 women and 15 men, 10 professional musicians
specialized in Baroque performance, 16 with a degree in
music, musicology, music pedagogy, church music or simi-
lar, and 20 playing an instrument for more than ten years.

4. RESULTS
The answers given in the identification task were collected
and manually classified as correct, ambivalent, or incorrect.
A correct answer had to be unambiguous. This was a prob-
lem regarding the differentiation between timing and dura-
tion, for the term “length” is ambivalent.

Unfortunately, the distribution of controller values from
the second task was not normal. A possible reason was that
obviously some participants did not use a spectrum large
enough to get an impression of the possibilities they had
(it was also hardly possible to identify the parameter if it
had not been modified to a certain degree). Therefore, data
were excluded when the modification range during the test
was below seven (regardless of the final value). This was
the case for two samples—the remaining samples showed a
normal distribution.

No influence of expertise on the parameter identification
or the adjustment was found, which might be caused by
the small amount of professional musicians. However, the
label “expert” was restricted to the individual musical back-
ground. But those identifying the parameters correctly or
ambivalent differed to the remaining in the parameter ad-
justment: the variances of timing and loudness significantly
decreased. As it turned out, the standard deviation sd
for participants identifying loudness correctly or ambiva-
lent was sd = 1.69 compared to sd = 5.4 for those who did
not identify what they had modified (with a significance of
p = 0.001 in a Levine test). For timing these differences
were smaller (sd = 2.95 in the correct group and sd = 5.53
in the incorrect group) but still significant (with p = 0.026
in a Levine test). The differences are plotted in Figure 5.

Generally, the difficulties the participants had were more
pronounced than expected. Hence, 11 participants did not
take part in the second test. The remaining 25 participants
included all professional musicians. 19 participants of the
second test played an instrument for more than ten years
and 15 had a degree in a music related subject.

A correlation analysis uncovered a highly significant neg-
ative correlation between timing and loudness (with r =
−0.653 and p = 0.001). The plot in Figure 6 shows every
sample pair of timing and loudness values, and a regression
line to illustrate the correlation. In contrast, duration was
correlated neither with timing nor with loudness. Neither
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a t-test nor a Levine-test could detect a difference between
the separate and combined modulation of any parameter.

5. GENERAL DISCUSSION
The tool described in the previous Sections allows listeners
to find a preferred stimulus out of a large number of stimuli.
Generally, the tool can be used for diverse designs of studies
with an Analysis-by-Synthesis character. The advantage is
that multiple performance features as well as their interde-
pendencies can be tested. In the present study the partici-
pants easily understood the tasks and handling of the study
application, which is important for listeners unacquainted
with alternative interfaces and hardware. Different research
questions can nevertheless require different interfaces, which
is also not a problem, for the user interface and the perfor-
mance engine are separate modules. Participants could use
sliders instead, move around in a room or produce phys-
ical gestures, which can trigger the application. The lat-
ter in particular offers interesting perspectives for therapy
and rehabilitation, since the setup of stimuli can prompt
participants to move in a particular way and avoid other
movements. The feature models and performance styles are
freely editable and exchangeable. This is particularly in-
teresting because a large amount of stimuli allows a feeling
of continuous stimulus modification. This also induces an
impression of the direction of change, which the user can
consciously track or reverse.

However, the study described focused on interdependen-
cies of timing, loudness, and duration with respect to “in-
égalité” in eighths notes performances. The results can lead
to the suggestion that multiple means for emphasis can be
cumulative: an intensive use of a single performance pa-
rameter causes the same emphasis—and therefore the same
impression of inégalité—as a slight use of multiple perfor-
mance parameters. To avoid an overemphasis, the musi-
cian or music producer must balance out these parameters,
which leads to a compensation effect.

The difficulties occurred in the study of “inégalité” un-
covered a problem more relevant to a rather musicological
discussion. Many participants could not decompose the pa-
rameters that are manipulated to achieve inégalité, even if
they recognized that something was changing and intended
as well as achieved an inégalité while exploring the range of
stimuli.
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